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SHEAR FLOW INSTABILITY IN NEMATIC LIQUIDS : THEORY
STEADY SIMPLE SHEAR FLOWS
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Service de Physique du Solide et de Résonance Magnétique
Centre d’Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay, BP 2, 91190 Gif-sur-Yvette, France

(Reçu le 20 octobre 1975, accepté le 19 décembre 1975)

Résumé. 2014 Nous étudions des instabilités de cisaillement dans un liquide nématique en géométrie
planaire (molécules parallèles aux surfaces de l’échantillon) et où l’alignement des molécules (sui-
vant Ox) est perpendiculaire à l’écoulement (suivant Oy). Un champ magnétique extérieur renforce
l’alignement imposé par les effets de surface.
Nous développons un modèle bidimensionnel qui tient compte exactement des conditions aux

limites sur le directeur et sur la vitesse de l’écoulement. Les deux types d’instabilité observés expéri-
mentalement par Guyon et Pieranski (distorsion homogène et rouleaux convectifs parallèles à Oy)
sont interprétés dans le cadre de ce modèle. On obtient les seuils d’instabilité ainsi que la valeur du
vecteur d’onde critique qcx au seuil. En champ faible une distorsion homogène (qcx = 0) apparait.
Par contre en champ élevé, il se développe une instabilité en rouleaux (qcx ~ 0). On prévoit le change-
ment de comportement pour un champ magnétique H ~ 1 kG. On montre en outre que dans chaque
cas, en ce qui concerne le directeur, l’allure de la distorsion selon Oz, est dominée par un seul mode qz.
Contrairement au cas de la distorsion homogène où qz varie fortement avec H, pour l’instabilité
en rouleaux, qz reste voisin de 03C0/2a (2 a : épaisseur de l’échantillon) ce qui permet de développer un
calcul approché qui donne des résultats en bon accord avec ceux du calcul exact.

Abstract. 2014 We study shear flow instabilities in nematic liquids of planar geometry (molecules
parallel to the plates limiting the sample) and where molecules are aligned (along Ox) perpendicular
to the shear flow direction (along Oy). An external magnetic field reinforces the alignement imposed
by surface effects.
We develop a bidimensional model which takes into account exactly boundary conditions on the

director and the velocity fields. The two types of instability which have been observed by Guyon
and Pieranski (homogeneous distortion and convective rolls parallel to Oy) are interpreted within
the framework of this model. We obtain instability thresholds together with the value of the critical
wave vector qcx at threshold. Under weak fields the homogeneous distortion (qcx = 0) is achieved,
whereas in high fields a roll instability develops (qcx ~ 0). The crossover from one regime to the
other takes place at H ~ 1 kG. Moreover, we show that in either case, as far as the director is concer-
ned, the aspect of the distortion along the z-direction is dominated by only one wave vector qz.
Contrary to the case of the homogeneous distortion where qz varies strongly with H, for the roll
instability qz remains nearly constant and close to 03C0/2a (2 a is the thickness of the sample). This
allows us to develop an approximation which leads to results in good agreement with those obtained
exactly.
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1. Introduction. - In Nematic Liquid Crystals
(N.L.C.), the coupling between the velocity field and
the internal degree of freedom - the director field -
leads to novel instability mechanisms when compared
to isotropic liquids [1]. In particular, elementary flows
such as simple shear flow or Poiseuille flow, in conve-
niently aligned N.L.C., may become unstable for very
low Reynolds numbers. Moreover, due to the strong

birefringence of the liquid crystals, the onset of an
instability may be observed with high resolution by
means of an optical detection of the alignment
perturbation. All this makes the study of hydrody-
namic instabilities in N.L.C. particularly attractive.

Let us consider a simple shear flow experiment in the
geometry defined in figure 1 where :

- the fluid is enclosed between two parallel plates,
one moving relative to the other in the y-direction
and inducing a constant shear rate s in the bulk,
- molecules are aligned (through surface treat-
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ment) in the x-direction (planar configuration with
molecules perpendicular to the velocity of the plates),
- an external magnetic field parallel to Ox can be

applied, reinforcing the alignment.

At low shears, the flow configuration is stable.

However, when the shear rate s is increased above a
critical value Sc the flow becomes distorted and one
can observe different situations depending on the

intensity of the applied magnetic field [2, 3] :

a) under weak fields a distortion of the director
(uniform in the plane of the sample) appears at a
certain threshold Sc. Following Pieranski and Guyon[3]
we call this a homogeneous distortion (H.D.) ;

b) under strong fields (typically 3 kG) a convective
motion develops at the threshold and one observes
a pattern of rolls (axis parallel to Oy) strongly remi-
niscent of the Williams domains which appear in

electrohydrodynamic instabilities [4].

In this paper we give a theoretical analysis of the
steady shear flow experiments described by Guyon
and Pieranski [2, 3], leaving to subsequent papers the
case of alternating shear flow [3] and Poiseuille
flow [5].
We work within the framework of a linear stability

theory [6] and develop an analysis in terms of normal
modes of the general form exp i(qx x + qz z) which
correspond to the rolls experimentally observed.
Before beginning detailed calculations we describe
the mechanisms which lead to the two different insta-
bilities by considering only particular modes such as
cos (qz z) or cos (qx x), which leads to an adequate
insight of the phenomena. The H.D., which may
appear as the limiting case of a zero wave vector,
is indeed a special case and will be examined first since
it is much simpler. As in the case of electrohydro-
dynamical [7, 8] or thermal [9] instabilities, the

complete bidimensional problem can only be solved
numerically. Together with the critical shear rate,
we obtain the wave vector of the most unstable mode

(either zero or non zero) and compare our results
with the experimental ones. A complete derivation of
the linearized equations will be found in appendix A.

2. Linearized hydrodynamic equations. - Let us
consider a very long and wide channel of thickness 2 a
and take the origin of coordinates midway between
the two plates (Fig. 1). In order to stabilize the director
field in the x-y plane, one applies a high (in order to
avoid electrohydrodynamic instabilities [10]) fre-

quency a.c. electric field in the z-direction (ga  0).
Moreover we assume strong anchoring conditions
on the boundaries so that the alignment is kept
rigidly fixed (parallel to Ox) at the plates. In the un-
perturbed state (denoted as °) this alignment prevails
in the bulk and the velocity field is vf = vo = 0,
vo = sz where s is the shear rate (s = vl2 a, v is the

velocity of the upper plate relative to the lower one).

FIG. 1. - Geometry : A shear flow v’(z) is applied on a planar
nematic (molecules along Ox).

Let us call the orientation fluctuation n = (0, ny, nz),
the velocity fluctuation v = (vxg vyg vz) and the pressure
fluctuation p. The equations coupling these fluctua-
tions are derived from the Ericksen-Leslie-Parodi
formulation [11] and are given in appendix A. We shall
restrict our attention to the case of solutions which are
uniform in the flow direction (all quantities depend
only on x and z).

2.1 TORQUE EQUATIONS. - The total torque T 

(viscous torque + elastic torque + torque induced

by external fields) exerted on the molecules reads :

If one considers modes such that n - cos (qx x),
one sees that the elastic torques are stabilizing
(T Z  0, T y &#x3E; 0, Fig. 2). This is also the case of the
magnetic torque and of the electric torque if Ea  0.

The analysis of the viscous contribution will be given
in the next section.

FIG. 2. - Stabilizing torques correspond to Tz  0 or ty &#x3E; 0.

2.2 FORCE EQUATIONS. - The force equations
given in appendix A may be simplified as follows :

- Inertial terms p 0, va may be neglected compared
to viscous terms 1 02 v,, since the time scale associated
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with the diffusion of velocity (tv = pa’lq) is much
smaller than that associated with the diffusion of

orientation (to = ya2/K) which corresponds to the
motions of interest (typical values for MBBA lead to
t, 10-3_10-4 sandto - 101-102 s with a=10-2 cm,
K 10-’CGS,q - y - 0.1-1.CGSandp=1 g/cm3)
[12].
- The same argument holds for the convective

term psvZ as long as we are concerned with a low
shear rate s.

- All terms containing the derivative Oy drop out
since we consider uniform solutions in the y-direction.
Thus the force equations and the continuity equa-

tion read :

Before performing a detailed analysis of eq. (2.1)-
(2.6) let us examine how the unperturbed flow may
become unstable against a fluctuation.

3. Instability mechanisms. - As we may consider
that the velocity field responds instantly to an orien-
tation fluctuation which, in contrast, decays much
more slowly, we shall concentrate on the effect of an
orientation fluctuation on the flow and discuss

everything in terms of torques exerted on the mole-
cules.

3.1 THE GUYON-PIERANSKI MECHANISM FOR A H.D.

[3]. - Suppose a fluctuation nz &#x3E; 0. The flow exerts
a viscous torque on the molecules proportional
to nz : TZ = - a2 snZ which is positive since a2  0 [13]
(Fig. 3a). This torque will make the molecules rotate

FIG. 3. - Guyon-Pieranski mechanism for a homogeneous dis-
tortion. a) Suppose a fluctuation nZ &#x3E; 0. The flow induces a viscous

torque TZ &#x3E; 0 such that a fluctuation ny &#x3E; 0 appears. b) Suppose
a fluctuation ny &#x3E; 0. The flow induces a viscous torque Fy such
that the initial fluctuation nz is : - increased if (Xg  0 (Ty  0),

- damped if a 3 &#x3E; 0 (F, &#x3E; 0).

in such a way that a small desorientation ny &#x3E; 0 is
created. As a result of this fluctuation ny, the flow
exerts a viscous torque Ty = a3 sny on the molecules.
This torque has the sign of a3 (Fig. 3b). If a3  0, the
viscous torque Fy  0 induces a rotation of the
molecules such that the initial fluctuation is increased

(n2 &#x3E; 0) : this leads to an instability (case of MBBA [2]).
On the other hand if a3 &#x3E; 0 the initial fluctuation is

damped and the system is stable against this mecha-
nism (case of HBAB at 80°C [13]). In fact these

destabilizing viscous torques have to overcome sta-
bilizing elastic or field induced torques. The insta-
bility sets up when the shear rate is high enough for
the balance to be reached. This completes the original
version of the mechanism [3]. However the actual
picture is slightly more complex due to the coupling
between velocity and orientation. The distortion
cannot be uniform in the z-direction since the boun-

dary conditions can be satisfied only if some twist
and splay appears in the bulk. The twist distortion
induces shear flows which in turn create viscous

torques. Let us examine how this effect modifies the
mechanism.

Consider a distortion of the form ny - cos (qz z)
(Fig. 4). This distortion induces an orientational
viscous force (f/t - f/3) s Ozny (eq. (2.3)) which, due to

FIG. 4. - A twist distortion induces a viscous force F, and then
a shear flow as described on the insert. The resulting viscous torque

depends on the sign of a3 as in figure 3b.

the instantaneous response of the velocity field,
is counterbalanced by a viscous force f/t 0’ v,,. The
initial fluctuation then creates a shear flow : :

This shear flow induces a torque component
a3 aZvx which adds to the first term a3 sny to give
an effective torque :

In general n3 &#x3E; ill so that the destabilizing mechanism
is strengthened by the coupling to v,,. In order to
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estimate the threshold let us suppose that nz, - cos (qz z)
and take into account the presence of a transverse

velocity only through the change (X3 -+ OC3 q3/11-
The torque equations lead to a compatibility condition
which reads :

If one introduces approximate boundary conditions
on ny and nZ through the condition q,, - n/2 a, the
threshold is given at zero external field by

where the right-hand side has the form expected for
an Ericksen number as defined in note [12].

Formally, the described mechanism works provided
a3  0. However in the case where a3 &#x3E; 0 or in

presence of strong stabilizing external fields, new
mechanisms related to a non-uniform distortion can
induce new instabilities.

3.2 ROLL INSTABILITY. - The mechanism involves
shear flows and viscous torques induced by a non-
uniform distortion (bend) of the director. Consider
for example a fluctuation ny - cos (qx x) (Fig. 5a).

FIG. 5. - Mechanisms for a roll instability : a) a bend distortion
nY(x) induces a shear flow in the z-direction which in turn induces
a destabilizing viscous torque Ty ; b) a bend distortion nz(x) induces
a shear flow in the y-direction such that the viscous torque 1’Z  0

is stabilizing. The presence of an instability results from a complex
interplay between mechanisms described in figures 3, 4, 5.

This bend distortion creates a focalizing force

(ri3 - d) s Oxny (eq. (2. 5)) which is instantaneously
counterbalanced by a viscous force 02 v., and a
shear flow

is created. In addition to the viscous torque Fy = (X 3 sny
described in 3.1, this shear flow gives a destabilizing
contribution :

to the total viscous torque Fv y for d &#x3E; tl3 (which is

generally the case). This analysis indicates only how
this new contribution may induce an instability’. In
fact the true mechanism is much more intricate.

Indeed the bend distortion nz(x) (Fig. 5b) also creates
a focalizing force which gives rise to a stabilizing
contribution :

to the viscous torque Fv. Finally one has to take into
account the effects of the twist distortion ny(z) as
described in 3 .1 which also induces a Ti contribution.
As a result the different contributions to the viscous

part of the torque equations are not independent of the
wavelength of the distortion, as one might infer
from eq. (3.1), (3.4), (3.5). The correct expressions
for the effective torque equations will be developed
further, together with an estimate of the threshold
analogous to eq. (3.2). We now turn to the exact
calculation and begin with the simpler case of the
H.D.

4. Homogeneous distortion. - Suppose a fluctua-
tion which is a function of z only. Then from boundary
conditions and from eq. (2.4)-(2.6) we deduce :
Vz = const. = 0, vy = az + B = 0 and p = 0. There-
fore, we are left with the problem of solving eq. (2 .1 )-
(2.3). Let us look for solutions of the form :

Performing the following transformation :

and

(for simplicity we shall omit the bar over all spatial
quantities X, z, qx, qz in the following) one obtains
the dimensionless equations :

with

and

and
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Er is the Ericksen number [12] characterizing the
flow and F and G are dimensionless parameters which
measure the intensity of external fields. In appendix B
we show that (except for very pathological flows) the
instability is stationnary : the principle of exchange
of stabilities [6] is valid and w = 0 at threshold. Then
the system (4. 1 )-(4. 3) reduces to

where E" = eEr . Solving this equation one obtains :

where q± = .Jpt and p± are the two roots of the
characteristic equation :

nZ is deduced from eq. (4.2) :

and from eq. (4.1), (4.2) one obtains :

with and

The solution (ny, nz, vx) has to satisfy the boundary
conditions n- = k = vx = 0 at z = ± 1.

This gives a system of six homogeneous equations
with 6 unknowns A±, B±, C, C’ which may be split
into two decoupled sets :

System A

corresponds to a solution where the distortion

(ny, nZ) is an even function of z and leads to the compa-
tibility condition :

p+ cos q+(f_ sin q- + g cos q-) =
= p_ cos q_(f+ sin q+ + g cos q+) . (4.8)

System B

corresponds to a distortion (ny, nZ) which is an odd
function of z. It leads to :

or

where A is some integer. The solution is then :

However such a solution which corresponds to a
uniform distortion in the (x - y) plane cannot be
retained in order to interpret experiments with a
channel of finite width since then a net flow :

would take place in the transverse direction, which
cannot be sustained all along the sample. On the
other hand the solution v,, of system A is an odd
function of z and

there exists a convective roll inside the sample which
is allowed to close in boundary layers on each side
of the experimental cell. Let us now look for numerical
solutions of system A.

Here we consider only the case a3  0 (Q = - 1)
where the mechanism described in section 2.1 is

destabilizing. Moreover we suppose that the electric
and magnetic fields are both stabilizing (Ea  0, F
and G positive). Numerical calculations have been
performed with values of physical constants given
in table I relative to MBBA at 25°C. Eq. (4.6) defines
the relation between the modes qt and the applied
shear s. For a fixed shear, the solution has to satisfy
boundary conditions (4.7), which leads to an implicit
eq. (4.8) of the form f (s) = 0. The treshold corres-
ponds to the first (non-trivial [15]) solution of this
equation. It is plotted as a function of the magnetic

TABLE I

MBBA 25°C (CGS units)
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FIG. 6. - Instability threshold Sc as a function of the magnetic
field. 1) Homogeneous distortion : - Curve A corresponds to the
calculation taking into account the whole set of boundary condi-
tions. - Curve A’ corresponds to the one mode approximation
with qz = n/2. 2) Roll instability : - Curve B corresponds to the
exact calculation. - Curve B’ displays the approximate threshold

as given by the minimum of s(gx, qz) for qz = n/2.

field in figure 6 curve A. Curve A’ represents the
threshold curve obtained from the estimate 3.2 where
one has taken into account boundary conditions by
imposing qz = n/2. The discrepancy, which increases
with the magnetic field, between the exact and approxi-
mate results is due to the fact that for the approximate
curve one neglects the boundary condition on v,,.
In fact taking ny I’~’ cos (qz z) leads to

(eq. (4 .1 )) and v,, :0 0 for z = ± 1. On the other hand
the exact solution is a superposition of several modes
and fits all boundary conditions. The most striking
feature of this solution is the fact that one mode
dominates the other one and gives the solution its

aspect, as far as the director is concerned. The calcu-
lation shows :

- that the real wave vector q+ has an amplitude A +
much greater than A- corresponding to q- which
is purely imaginary,
- that A _ /A + decreases rapidly while q+ and q-

grow slowly when the field is increased.

Comparison is made in table II and the growth of
the dominant wave vector q+ is given in figure 7
curve A. Profiles of ny, nz and vx for H = 0 and
H = 1400 G given in figure 8a, b illustrate the domi-
nant role and the increase of q +.

TABLE II

Comparison with experimental results is rather
difficult due to the relatively poor knowledge of the

FIG. 7. - Variation of the dominant z-wave vector as a function
of the magnetic field. Curve A corresponds to the homogeneous
distortion (scale on the right) and curve B to the roll instability
(left scale); q+ and qz are the dominant wave vectors given in

table I and II.

FIG. 8. - Fluctuation profiles for the homogeneous distortion :
a) for H = 0 ; b) for H = 1 400 G.

actual viscoelastic constants of the material which
are sensitive to temperature changes, impurities and
even the age of the sample (see the dispersion of
numerical values tabulated in reference [11 a]). Howe-
ver, from eq. (4.8) at zero applied field recalling
the definition (4.4) we get :

which corresponds to a critical velocity
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for a sample of thickness 0.2 mm. This is in qualitative
agreement with the value of 1.15 x 10-3 cm/s repor-
ted in reference [2]. To conclude this section let us

point out that the existence of a transverse velocity
has just been checked experimentally.

5. Roll instability. - As shown in section 3, a

fluctuation of orientation which is space dependent
in the x-direction can trigger the instability. The
stability of the system is analysed by considering
fluctuation normal modes of the form :

where wa a stands for ny, n.,, vx, ..., p. In agreement
with experimental results, we suppose moreover that
the instability is stationnary so that w is purely
imaginary; then the threshold is reached for w = 0.
As in 4 all lengths are scaled to a, but now all other
variables keep their dimensional character. Let us

introduce the following notation :

The system (2. 1 )-(2.6) now becomes a linear homo-
geneous set of equations :

Eliminating all variables except n, and nZ, the

torque eq. (5.1), (5.2) become :

and yield the compatibility condition :

We now sketch the procedure : under given fields
(H, E) consider a particular shear rate s and a given
wave vector qx. Eq. (5.9), which is of fifth-order

in q;, defines ten roots (modes) { ± qj,j = 1,5 } in
terms of sand qx. The general solution of system (5 .1 )-
(5. 6) depends on ten arbitrary constants. This solution
can be expressed in terms of one unknown, say wa, as a
superposition :

all other fluctuations wfl being deduced from WCX. This
general solution then has to satisfy boundary condi-
tions :

The ten subsequent conditions lead to a homogeneous
system of 10 equations for the 10 unknowns

{ Aj, j = 1, 10 }. Generally if the shear rate s and the
wave vector gx are fixed at arbitrary values, no super-
position of the ten modes other than the trivial one
(Ai = 0 ; j = 1,10) will satisfy the boundary condi-
tions. However, qx and s may be chosen in order to
satisfy boundary conditions in a non-trivial way :
defining therefore the instability curve s(qx). The

threshold is then obtained for the minimum shear rate

s, and defines the critical wave vector qx at threshold.
Let us now be more explicit. To take advantage of the
fact that boundary conditions are symmetrical relative
to the origin and that the ten modes are opposite
by pairs it is convenient to choose a superposition of
sines and cosines instead of the exponentials. Suppose
n, given by :

We then have :

5

where Y stands for Y and
j=1

As in the case of the homogeneous distortion,
boundary conditions lead to two decoupled sets

corresponding to solutions of different parity. The
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system corresponding to ny and nZ even functions of z
reads :

The one corresponding to ny and n. odd functions
of z is obtained through the interchange of the sines
and cosines. The system (5. 10) will have a non-trivial
solution only if the determinant of the linear system is
zero. This leads to the required relation between s
and qx under given external fields. Since the analytical
solution is not tractable we have developed a nume-
rical computation which closely follows the procedure
sketched above. Figures 9, 10 give examples of

instability curves s(qx) for different magnetic fields.
Figure 9, curve A, corresponds to H= o. It shows two
minima : one at finite qx (2.0) and s = 0.36 S -1 and
another one at qx = 0 and s = 0.10 s-’ which gives
the threshold. Figure 10, curve A, corresponds to
H = 1 400 G. The threshold is obtained for s = 1.98 s -1
and qx = 3.35. The point X which belongs to another
nappe than curve A corresponds to the homogeneous

FIG. 9. - H = 0.

FIG. 10. - H = 1 400 G.

FIG. 9-10. - Roll instability curves s(qx). Curves A correspond
to the calculation taking into account the whole set of boundary

conditions, curves B correspond to s(qx, qz = n/2),

distortion. Therefore at high magnetic fields a roll

instability is preferred to the homogeneous one. The
threshold as a function of the magnetic field is plotted
in figure 6 curve B. The change from the H.D. (which
takes place in low fields) to the rolls is given by the
intersection of curve A and B. It occurs at H = 940 G.
Profiles of ny, nz, vx, vy, Vz are given in figure 11 for
H = 1 400 G. The aspect of the rolls is more clearly
illustrated in figure 12. Here again, as in the case of the
homogeneous distortion, there is always a dominant
wave vector qZ as indicated in table III. One sees in
figure 7 that this dominant wave vector is nearly
constant and of order n/2 as the magnetic field is

FIG. 11. - Fluctuation profiles for the roll instability.

FIG. 12. - Flow pattern.

TABLE III

increased. This allows to look for an approximate
threshold value by the following approach : neglect
the term containing p which comes from psvz and
impose qz = Tc/2. Eq. (5.9) then reads :
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and defines the instability curve s(qx, qZ = n/2) given
in figure 9 and 10 curve B. This procedure (which is
valid only for the roll instability, qx &#x3E; n/2, since
the homogeneous one does not correspond to a

constant dominant wave vector qZ) gives quite good
results for the threshold value (compare curve B and
B’ on figure 6) and even for the critical wave vector qx
at threshold (Fig. 13).

FIG. 13. - Critical wave-vector at the threshold as a function of
the magnetic field. Curve A : exact calculation. Curve B : evalua-

tion for a wave vector q. = n/2.

The roll instability has been extensively studied in
the case of alternating shear experiments [3]. For the
static case, an experimental limitation comes from
the maximum available relative displacement of the
two horizontal plates limiting the channel and from
the time required to set up the instability. Near the
threshold this time becomes very long and may be
much greater than the time necessary for the steady
shear experiment itself. Such a drawback is absent
in the case of a conventional Couette experiment where
the liquid flows between two coaxial cylinders in

relative rotation. Experiments by this method are
under way (1) and provide a check of our theoretical
results, particularly concerning the crossover from
a H.D. to the convective rolls and the variation of the

wavelength of the rolls as a function of the applied
fields.

6. Conclusion. - This paper gives a study of steady
simple shear flow instabilities resulting from a bidi-
mensional analysis. We have considered only linear
effects and moreover have assumed that the so called

Principle of Exchange of Stabilities [6] holds for this
problem. This point has only be proven in an approxi-
mate way for the case of the homogeneous distortion
in Appendix B.
The mechanisms which lead to the instability are

understood in terms of effective viscous torques as
discussed first by Guyon and Pieranski [3] and reviewed
in section 3 of this article. Their exact expression is
given by eq. (5. 7)-(5. 8). An analysis in terms of a one
dimensional model gives a good understanding of the
instability mechanisms : the homogeneous instability
is well described by modes with qx = 0 and qZ given
by boundary conditions. On the other hand the
mechanism leading to rolls corresponds to finite qx.
But in this case in order to satisfy boundary conditions
one also needs to introduce modes of finite qz, which

implies the bidimensional calculation : for MBBA
at 25°C the homogeneous distortion appears in

presence of a magnetic field lower than about 1 kG ;
otherwise rolls parallel to Oy are expected.
Beyond this particular result which is in qualitative

agreement with available experimental observations,
the exact calculation leads to an important and useful
result :
Whereas the homogeneous distortion is sensitive

to an exact fit of boundary conditions, the roll insta-
bility looks like a distortion which, as far as the director
is concerned, may be characterized by a single mode
q, - n/2. Consequently the approximation qZ = n/2
in the effective torque eq. (5. 7)-(5. 8) will be very good.
Moreover, the natural assumption of roughly circular
rolls (qx ~ qZ) is not good : qx and qZ are in some
sense decoupled. Boundary conditions on the director
field are easily satisfied by qZ ~ n/2; qx adjusts itself
at an optimum value such that restoring torques
equilibrate at best the destabilizing viscous torques.

These features deduced from the exact calculation
will be of great use in the quantitative interpretation
of forthcoming experiments as well as in the theory
of alternating shear flow and Poiseuille flow instabi-
lities which are presently in progress.
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Appendix A. - We derive the set of equations coupling the director and velocity fluctuations keeping
only first order terms in ny, nz, vx, vy, vZ, p

a) Torque equations :
The total torque exerted on the molecules is the sum of an elastic part re, plus a part due to external fields rf,

plus a part due to viscosity effects. The sum T1 = Te + V can be derived from the free energy :
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The Frank elastic energy density :Fe reads :

and

where xa = XII II 
- X.L is positive for rod shaped molecules and Ba = BII II - El may be positive (case of HBAB)

or negative (case of MBBA). We have

where the molecular field h reads

(6/6n denotes the functional derivative) ; up to first order we get :

The viscous torque exerted by the flow on the molecules is given by the antisymmetric part of the Ericksen-
Leslie stress tensor With implicit summation over indices which are repeated twice, its components read :

with

where

and

Then

or

with

Neglecting second order terms we get F’ = 0 and :

Angular momentum conservation leads to the torque balance equation

b) Force equations :
Linear momentum conservation leads to the acceleration equations :

where the elastic stress tensor or given by

does not contribute to first order.
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One obtains :

with

c) The continuity equation for an incompressible N.L.C. reads

Appendix B. - In this appendix we discuss the character of the homogeneous instability either oscillatory
or stationary. The derivation follows the one given for the Rayleigh-Bénard instability in reference [6]. Let us
multiply eq. (4.1) by Er ny and integrate over the interval [- 1, + 1]. This gives :

using eq. (4.2) we have to evaluate first

This integral contains terms of the form and which we integrate by parts

taking into account boundary conditions at z = ± 1 : ’ii, = 0 and from eq. (4 . 2) D 2 ny = 0 (with nZ = 0).

Consider then the term Through an integration by parts and the condition 

using eq. (4. 3) one gets :

Again we have

and using (4.1) we deduce :

Finally from eq. (4.2) :
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Eq. (B.1) now reads :

The real and imaginary part of this equation must vanish separately. In particular the imaginary part reads :

In most samples a3 is very small and terms in E may be neglected in eq. (B. 3) (typical value in MBBA is
which reduces to :

The quantity in brackets is always positive in the distorted state, this implies that the instability is sta-
tionnary (W = 0). The condition :

in the real part of eq. (B. 2) leads to a non-trivial solution only when Q = - 1 or a3  0, i.e. when the mecha-
nism described in section 3.1 is truly destabilizing.
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